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1. Introduction 
Geodesy is the field that study about the size and shape of the earth which falls under geometrical geodesy [1] 
while latter became one of the main topics in physical geodesy [2].  The determination of the earth’s shape can be done 
through earth gravity field measurement.  The gravity field changes across the earth as the tectonic plates are able to 
move around the earth surface.  Hence, it is important for development area such as Johor region to take into account 
the distribution of the gravity field. The distribution of gravity field information is also important to geodesist, 
geophysics, geodynamics, oceanographer, geologist, surveying and mapping.  The instrument used to measure the 
gravity field are gravimeter, magnetometer or using satellite observation data, just to name a few. 
The development of satellite for earth observation began in the late 50’s which has revolutionized the geodesy field 
in several aspects including the determination of earth’s gravity field [3].  In earth’s gravity field, the main contribution  
of the satellite technology is the possibility of deriving the earth surface gravity data from the satellite information.    
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The satellite information is used to derive the Global Geopotential Model (GGM). The GGM compute the 
spherical harmonic solutions of the earth’s gravity field. During the 1960s and 1970s, GGM represent the long and 
medium wavelength components of the earth’s gravity field [4].   
However, the development of new generation satellite which has been launched specifically for gravity field 
determination has made the derivation more detail and accurate. Some of the satellites that were launched on the 
purpose of gravity field determination are Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP), Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment (GRACE) and Gravity Field and Steady State Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) [2].   
CHAMP was launched in 2002 and it used satellite-to-satellite tracking (SST) in high-low mode as a measurement 
concept.  Follow by GRACE in 2004 which used SST in low-low mode and the latest satellite is GOCE which was 
launched in 2009.  
In this paper, six GGMs derived from GOCE, GRACE, Gravity Data and Altimetry data with different maximum 
degree and order had been compared in order to identify a precise and best fit ggm which been used later as a reference 
for determining the geoid model [5] and finally produce the gravity anomalies for the Johor region area. In addition, the 
GGMs also might produces geoid height or height anomaly, gravimetric geoid, deflection of the vertical gravity 
disturbance and gravity gradients components.  
 
2. Gravity Anomaly Calculation 
Gravity anomaly is the quantity left over after the effects of latitude and elevation have been removed.  In 
geophysics, gravity anomaly can be defined as the difference between observed gravity and the field of reference model 
[7] while in geodetic, the gravity anomaly can be defined as difference between gravity on the geoid and normal gravity 
on the reference ellipsoidal [8]. In this paper, the second definition will be more appropriate. 
In terms of the above definition, the gravity anomaly can be computed using Eq. (1) [8].  This equation calculates 
the free air anomaly or known as Faye Anomaly.  The Faye anomaly is a difference between observed gravity with the 





where gF is free air anomaly, gobs is observed gravity (in mGal), Ø is the normal gravity, and  gFA is the free air 
reduction. 
Ø is a prior parameter that need to be calculated before we can actually calculate the free air anomaly and the 





where k is normal gravity constant, e2 is the square of the first eccentricity of the ellipsoid constant, e is normal gravity 
on equator, and   is the latitude. 
However, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) is not considering the spherical Earth approximation which is considered adequate in 
physical geodesy.  Thus, to present the earth more accurately, the use of an oblate ellipsoid is more preferable.  
Therefore, the second order of the Taylor expansion series for free-air gravity reduction were used to obtain an accurate 





where     gFA is  free-air  reduction,  e is  the  normal  gravity  at  the  equator,  a is  the  semi  major  axis  of the  
reference  ellipsoidal,  f is  the  geometrical  flattening  of  the  reference  ellipsoidal,  m is  ratio  of  the  gravitational  
and  centrifugal  force  at  the  equator,   is  the  geocentric  latitude  of  the  point,  and  H is  the  height  of  the  point  
above  mean  sea  level  (geoid)  [10]. 
Later, the gravity anomaly calculated from Eq. (3) were compared with the derived gravity anomaly from the 
GGM.  The difference between the gravity anomaly and derive gravity anomaly were calculated using Eq. (4) [11] 
which known as residual.  From the residual, the standard deviation and root-mean-square errors (RMSE) were 
obtained using statical analysis method.  The decision of choosing the best fit GGM model for gravity anomaly 
derivation were based from the smallest standard deviation and   the smallest RMSE. 
 (4) 
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where ggrav(ggm) is residual gravity anomaly, ggrav is free air gravity anomaly obtained from existing terrestrial 
observation data and gggm is gravity anomaly derived from GGM by using EGMLab software. The EGMLab software 
is a scientific software for determining the gravity and gradient components from the global geopotential as the model 
has been represented by the spherical harmonic coefficient that defines the potential of gravitational in the spectral 
domain [12].  The specific gravity-related information such as gravity anomaly (g) can be computed using spherical 





where   is  the  latitude,  is  the  longitude, r is  the  geocentric  distance, G is  the gravitational  constant, M is  the  
Earth’s  mass, a is  the  semi  major  axis  of  reference  ellipsoid, n and m are  the  degree  and order, Nmax is  the  
maximum  degree,  and    are  the  normalized  geopotential coefficients,    is  the  normalized  associated  
Legendre  function  and  is  the  normal  gravity  at  certain  latitude  obtained  by  Somigliana’s  formula. 
 
3. Data Description  
This study focussed on the area of Johor region, a state at southern Peninsular Malaysia and bordered by Malacca, 
Negeri Sembilan and Pahang.  Johor region is the third largest state in Peninsular Malaysia after Pahang and Perak.  
The target area is bounded by geographical boundaries from 1.0° to 3.0° Northern latitudes (1.0° ≤ φ ≤ 3.0°) and from 
101.0° to 105.0° Eastern longitudes (101.0° ≤ λ ≤ 105.0°).  The study intrigued in determining the best GGM for the 
Johor region. 
 
3.1 Terrestrial Gravity Data  
At Johor region, 234 co location land gravity data have been collected by Department of Survey and Mapping 
Malaysia (DSMM).  Wherein, the 234 co location points obtain from First Order Gravity Network and Second Order 
Gravity Network.  The First Order Gravity Network data are measured using high precision relative gravimeter along 
with the precise levelling route at intervals of 40-50 km for the area.  However, Second Order Gravity Network data 
measured using high precision relative gravimeter along the precise levelling route at intervals of 1-5 km and referred 
to First Class Order Gravity Network [13]. 
 
 
Fig. 1 - 234 co-locations of terrestrial gravity data 
 
3.2 Airborne Gravity Data  
The Malaysia airborne gravity survey was done on a 5 km resolution covering peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and 
Sarawak. The Malaysia airborne gravity survey was detecting a 3918 co location point cover Johor region. The airborne 
data system used was based on the Danish National Space Center, which is based on differential Global Positioning 
System (GPS) for positioning, velocity and vertical accelerations, with gravity sensed by a modified marine [4]. 
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Fig. 2 - Airborne Gravity Data 
 
3.3 Global Geopotential Model (GGM)   
The gravity anomalies of six model of GGM were analysed and compared to determine the best fit of GGM within 
the Johor region.  The satellite-only and combined gravity models are used in this paper.  The satellite-only are derived 
from the analysis of the orbits of artificial Earth satellites and the combined gravity models are derived from the 
combination of satellite data, land, and ship-track gravity observations and marine gravity anomalies derived from 
satellite radar altimetry and more recently airborne gravity data [14]. 
The ITG_GOCE02 gravity field model was computed from 1st November 2009 until 30th Jun 2011 (7.5 months) 
of GOCE gradiometer and orbit data [15].  The JYY_GOCE04S model was determine from GOCE data released from 
1st November 2009 until 19th October 2013.  The GOGRA04S model was computed by using GOCE data released 
from 1st November 2009 until 19th October 2013, and GRACE data released from August 2002 until August 2009. 
The GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5 model was computed by using direct approach (DIR) of combination OF GOCE, 
GRACE, and LAGEOS orbit analysis and gradiometry [16]. 
The EIGEN-51C model is based on GRACE, CHAMP, terrestrial gravity and satellite altimetry information.  The 
GIF48 model is a combination of GRACE and terrestrial gravity information, complete to degree and order 360.  
GIF48 was determined from a selection of 66 months spanning 2003 through 2010.  The EGM2008 model is based on 
GRACE mission, terrestrial gravity and satellite altimetry information.  This model is complete with degree and order 
2159 and contained an additional spherical harmonic coefficient extending to degree 2190 [5]. 




Earth Gravity  
Constant 
Radius Years  Data Source 
Satellite-Only GGM 
1 ITG_GOCE02 240 3.9860044150E+14 6.37813630E+06 2013 GOCE 
2 JYY_GOCE04S 230 3.9860044150E+14 6.378136460E+06 2014 GOCE 
3 GOGRA04S 230 3.9860044150E+14 6.378136460E+06 2014 
GOCE, 
GRACE. 









6 GIF48 360 3.9860044150E+14 6.37813630E+06 2011 GRACE, G, A. 
7 EGM2008 2190 3.9860044150E+14 6.37813630E+06 2008 GRACE, G, A. 
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4. Result and Analysis 
The analysis was based on standard deviation and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).  The standard deviation 
represents a precision of the observation while the RSME was refer as accuracy of observation [17].  The accuracy can 
be defined as the closeness of agreement between a test result and the accepted reference value.  The precision is the 
closeness of agreement between independent test results obtained under stipulated conditions [18]. The smallest 
standard deviation and RMSE will representing a higher accuracy and precision of the GGM.  
The statistical information for the difference of gravity anomalies observed from terrestrial gravity data and gravity 
anomalies computed from GGM models as shown at Table 2.  The smallest standard deviation and RMSE of the 
residual gravity anomalies for terrestrial gravity data is 5.673 mGal and 5.865 mGal, respectively.  The  
GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5  is  the  lower  standard  deviation  and  RMSE compare  to ITG-Goce02,  
JYY_GOCE04S,  GOGRA04S,  EIGEN-51C, GIF48,  and  EGM2008.  
Table 2 - The statistical information of the residual gravity anomalies for terrestrial gravity data (unit: mGal) 
No. Model Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation RMSE 
Satellite-Only GGM 
1 ITG-Goce02 -25.120 24.091 1.545 7.645 7.780 
2 JYY_GOCE04S -25.119 15.614 -1.767 7.217 7.415 
3 GOGRA04S -25.163 15.475 -1.823 7.212 7.424 
4 GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5 -25.986 15.642 -1.533 5.673 5.865 
Combined GGM 
5 EIGEN-51C -33.498 14.492 -3.705 7.250 8.128 
6 GIF48 -34.638 12.795 -4.454 7.036 8.314 
7 EGM2008 -32.697 13.454 -3.527 6.774 7.624 
 
The Table 3 shows the statistical information of the difference of gravity anomalies observed from airborne gravity 
data and gravity anomalies computed from GGM models.  Based  on  standard deviation  and  RMSE  of  the  residual  
gravity  anomalies  for  airborne  gravity  data,  The GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5  had  smallest  standard  deviation  
and  RMSE  value  with  5.672 mGal  and 3.347 mGal  respectively. 
Table 3 - The statistical information of the residual gravity anomalies for airborne gravity data (unit: mGal) 
No. Model Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation RMSE 
Satellite-Only GGM 
1 ITG-Goce02 -23.352 26.613 1.304 7.307 5.891 
2 JYY_GOCE04S -23.089 26.240 0.163 6.873 4.015 
3 GOGRA04S -23.105 26.302 0.128 6.869 4.050 
4 GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5 -20.552 32.041 0.044 5.672 3.347 
Combined GGM 
5 EIGEN-51C -25.159 29.774 0.216 7.016 7.099 
6 GIF48 -26.441 30.111 -0.458 6.757 5.926 
7 EGM2008 -25.463 30.143 -0.219 6.271 4.865 
 
The  GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5  model  shows as higher accuracy and precision model to be use in Johor 
region.  The  GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5  model  was computed by using direct approach (DIR) of combination of 
GOCE, GRACE, and LAGEOS orbit analysis and gradiometry [16].  The model used data from 1st November 2009 
until 20th October 2013. 
Table 4 represents all the residual gravity anomalies for terrestrial gravity data and airborne gravity data.  The 
residual gravity anomalies for terrestrial gravity data is around 25.000 mGal until -35.000 mGal. While, the residual 
gravity anomalies for airborne gravity data is around 30.000 mGal until -25.000 mGal. 
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Table 4 - The geographical distribution of the residual gravity anomalies for terrestrial and                        
airborne gravity data 























5.  Conclusion 
The paper analysed and compared gravity anomalies of recent GGMs with gravity anomalies from terrestrial 
gravity and airborne gravity for Johor region.  Six GGM model was tested such as ITG-Goce02, JYY_GOCE04S, 
GOGRA04S, GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5, EIGEN-51C, GIF48, and EGM2008.  The GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5 
as shown in Table 4 represent as the best fit model over Johor region was processed up to 300 spherical harmonic 
coefficients. Gravity anomalies can yield an indirect but extremely useful picture of lateral changes in rock composition 
and structural patterns especially for rapid development area such as Johor region. The gravity anomalies can be 
derived from Global Geopotential Model (GGM) which is one of special product from the satellite technology that able 
to deter-mine high accuracy of the earth’s gravity field. In this study, the gravity anomalies derived from recent GGM 
published by International Global Geopotential Model were compared with five other GGMs model that compromised 
either terrestrial or airborne or both to derive the gravity anomalies.  In order to identify the best gravity model over the 
Johor region, two types of GGM class model has been selected for the comparisons which known as satellite only and 
combined class model.  The result shows that the gravity anomalies de-rived from satellite only class model with up 
300 spherical harmonic coefficients is the best fit model and can be used as a reference for the Johor region. The RSME 
for the recent GGM via satellite only were +/- 5.865 and +/- 3.347 mGal for terrestrial and airborne gravity anomalies 
respectively compared to other GGM. 
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